4l40e transmission

Designed for longitudinal engine configurations, the series includes 4 forward gears and 1
reverse gear. The 4L60E is the electronically commanded evolution of the Turbo-Hydramatic R4
, originally produced in The two transmissions cannot be differentiated from the outside. The
4L65E shares the same exterior parts but have stronger internals such as 5 pinion planets
compared to 4 in the 4L60E. They also have different input shafts and torque converters. This
happened in for trucks, vans, and SUVs, and for rear wheel drive passenger cars. In , a bolt-on
bell housing was phased in along with a six-bolt tailhousing for S Trucks and S Blazers and
beginning in for all other applications. Beginning in a new mm torque converter with improved
higher-capacity internals, mm style input shaft, and mm style pump was also introduced on
models coupled to a Gen III Small Block. It weighs pounds without transmission fluid. By
activating and deactivating the solenoids in a predetermined pattern by the PCM, 4 distinct gear
ratios can be achieved. The shift solenoid pattern, also sometimes referred to as solenoid firing
order, is as follows;. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely
on a single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve
this article by introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle. GM Transmission
Resource. Retrieved Categories : General Motors transmissions Automobile transmissions.
Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from April All articles needing
additional references Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Deutsch Edit links. General
Motors. The cookie settings on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very
best experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. This no frills
transmission is here to help! Availability: Product Available. Review this item. Add to Wish List.
Follow Us. Nothin fancy here, this is a factory rebuilt 4L60E transmission. Quality checked and
available for a limited time! This 4L60E transmission is ideal for vehicles producing factory
horsepower and torque levels. The Bare Bones 4L60E is for unmodified vehicles looking for an
affordable transmission that won't break the bank. Bare Bones transmissions retain the stock
shift pattern for the ease of driving you look for in an automatic transmission. The Bare Bones
4L60E Transmission features: New clutches, gaskets, seals, filter, band, and a slew of modern
updates throughout the unit, including the valvebody for durability and reliability. All units are
thoroughly inspected for peace of mind. This transmission may not come equipped with a new
Speedometer Gear or Tail-housing. For the system to operate properly, all throttle linkage,
vacuum lines and kick-down components must be connected and adjusted properly. If this is a
computer operated transmission, you must ensure the system has been cleared and ready to
accept the new transmission, your local auto parts store, auto repair or dealership can assist
with this. There are no reviews for this product! Write a Review. Related Items Quick View. Add
To Cart. Quick View. ViziKoat Pattern for Your Transmission. Recently Viewed Items. Stay
Connected. Accept Cookies. The 4L60E transmission came onto the scene back in It served as a
replacement or an upgrade to the R4 transmission, which was also known as the 4L60
transmission. Both transmissions were mostly similar. But the major difference came from the
upgrade coming from hydraulically to electronically controlled transmissions. It was also
available in many rear-wheel drive car applications too. Some of the most popular car
applications include the Chevrolet Corvette, Camaro, Impala and more. Given such, the
differentiation occurred in With many variations, the easiest to recognize externally is the
removable bell-housing found on the late model 4L60E transmissions. As the arrived in , it was
not fully created in until With this transmission not as widespread as it once was, there are still
some applications that GM uses for this transmission. This transmission can still be found in
light-duty van applications and even in the overseas market in the Holden Commodore. The
popularity of this transmission was based on many of the carryover features. The low speed
performance capability was one of them. Additionally, the transmission also featured strong
fuel economy performance. Then, there was the addition of the electronic control that improved
the performance of this transmission tremendously. This was generally caused by buildup of
debris. The 4L60E transmission is equipped to withstand as well as a handle the max engine
torque of lb. The number 4 in the title indicates that the transmission is a 4 speed transmission.
The L in the title signified that the transmission as an engine that sits longitudinally. The 60 in
the name signifies that there is pounds of GVW. For many, the 4L60E transmission is a good
transmission, but for others, it appears as if it is the worst transmission ever made. Did you buy
the truck new or used? If used, then one has no idea exactly what the transmission went
through before you bought it. No, its definitely not the most defective transmission on the road.
They would be lined up out the door and I made a ton of money on them. There are aftermarket
parts I prefer to use in my overhauls of these. GM had some design flaws in these which got
corrected by GM and the aftermarket. I, personally would rather have a fresh built HD 4L60E any

day than some of these newer models coming on the market. When it comes to troubleshooting
the 4L60E, you have to keep in mind that the automatic transmission 4LE in your rear wheel
drive GM vehicle will usually experience failure in one of two ways:. Different 4L60 owners offer
their perspective on the longevity of the 4L60e transmission:. Some say it's on borrowed time,
and others will say it will be fine as long as it shifts good and all. I'm somewhat in the middle. I'd
be a little hesitant, but I also wouldn't be terribly worried of I drove it and it felt good with no
slippage or harsh shifts. Reverse [kind of] was finicky, every now and then it would slip but had
a good life. I honestly think around k it should be rebuilt if its original. I do it yearly. I drive it
easily in 1st till its in 2nd then slowly give it more throttle. Just my opinion. Seems most of
these around can go. Wear in a transmission in my opinion- mainly occurs during shifts. Once
the transmission is in a gear it should see very little wear. Towing and heavy abuse increases
fluid temps and reduces lubrication resulting in more wear during shifts. Yes, clutches wear but
that is mainly when they slip during application and release. So, to just go off mileage alone is
probably not the best way to judge. A 4l60e that has k miles from towing between the coasts
could be in better shape than one with only 50k miles on it that was stop and go with thousands
of shifts per day. The biggest difference between the 4L60 and 4L60E is how both are
controlled. For 4L60E control comes from a computer. For the 4L60, control comes form a TV
cable. With one being controlled by computer and the other not, there are compatibility issues
that the two have. If you tried to put a 4L60E transmission in the place where a 4L60 once
resided, prepare to buy an aftermarket transmission controller so that you can control it. The
4L60 transmission would require a custom bracket to hook into the TV cable properly. As a
result, you will need torque converters to accomplish engagement. Sure, the 4L60 and the
4L60E have some differences, but there are some things that they share. Some of the
similarities include:. Below is a partial list of some of the most common 4L60E transmission
problems:. There is also a fluid leak located in the reverse apply circuit. Additionally, there is a
broken sunshell. Not only do 4L60E transmission owners experience a delay or harshness in
shift, but there have also been reports of an inability to shift into overdrive. The clutches are
reportedly quick to wear out. So, as a result, they will need to be rebuilt after being removed.
You can drive the car safely in 2 till you can get to a mechanic. Tired of getting that car fixed
and trying to remedy those 4L60E transmission issues? Sell that problematic car to Cash Cars
Buyer! We buy all makes and models of General Motors cars- including those with 4L60E
transmission issues! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. The THR4 is
an automatic shift, four-speed overdrive, longitudinally positioned transmission. It is now
considered to be one of the finest overdrive automatic transmissions ever produced. The
transmission was available for both car RWD and truck platforms. It also sported a
lower-than-usual 3. There were some initial bugs in the earlier versions. Earlier transmissions
are affordably given all these upgrades to put them at the same high level of durable service
and performance. Aftermarket building techniques and parts upgrades make this transmission
very capable of Big Block power in race, street and off-road applications. This was a change in
name only with no significant mechanical changes associated. In , an important change did
occur and that was the conversion of the hydraulic logic shifting system over to an electronic
one. Mechanically, the transmission's power transmitting core remained the same, but the valve
body and actuation system for the clutches, bands, etc. The engineering of this system is not
regarded as a complication, but an elegant simplification and further improvement to this
transmission. In , the 4LE began to be released having received a redesigned case. It is
distinguished from the TH and TH in that it has a square oil pan, lacking the distinctive cut-off
corner of the TH and the "Texas" shaped oil pan under the TH Versions of the transmission
prior to had a 27 spline input shaft, changing later for a 30 spline input shaft. Later versions use
a pinned flare and o-ring design for these fluid circuits. The Later 4LE has a six bolt "hex" rear
bolt pattern and a removable bellhousing. There are three main castings of the R case. One is
the standard car version. Another is cast slightly thicker, designated as the "K" case, as
purposed for many trucks. The occurance of case breakage is very uncommon and most
individuals swapping the R-4 into a Jeep probably will not be benefitted by one over the other. A
third, rarer version was the "60 degree" version, as discussed below. Two-wheel-drive versions
have a tailhousing and typically a longer output shaft. Four-wheel-drive versions have various
adapter assemblies and a shorter output shaft. If the tailhousing is removed, e lectronic
versions can be distinguished by the absence of a worm drive. This transmission makes an
excellent conversion transmission due to its adaptability into most Jeeps. Both 2wd and 4wd
versions of the R can be used equally well, and there are no inherent advantages to either one
once you have installed our adapter assembly. Dana 18 , Dana 20 , Dana , Essentially all factory
GM 4wd applications available with an OEM configured R have adapters and transfer cases that
are prohibitively long for a Jeep, and transfer cases whose sizes, strength and gearing fall short

of desirable for most Jeep applications. Another version, the GM 60 degree pattern version, can
be mated to 60 degree style engines, such as those in the , 3. These transmissions are fairly
rare as they were only produced for a few years in the Chevy S10 and Camaro with the 2. These
differences only affect the front bell of the case, and all Turbo cases are similar from that point
back. A turn-key R-4, professionally built, OEM style or adapted and delivered to your door ready for a variety of engines and Jeep transfer cases. Read more This conversion can help
make for an improved Jeep powertrain. Novak does carry a full line of parts for the R
transmission, including OEM grade and upgrade components for individuals working on their
transmissions. GM's commitment to the R4 is apparent in its strength, quality and broad
usability. It is hands-down one of the most respectable transmissions of our era, and a very
compelling Jeep conversion transmission. The R is a very attractive swap option for all Jeeps,
with the exception of the CJ5 and other short wheelbased Jeeps - due to powertrain length and
driveshaft angle issues. Adaptability to nearly all Jeeps is exceptional. Jeep Dana Model T90 to
the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register. The R4
and Mileage Benefits A good part of GM's reasoning in developing the R was to allow more of
their vehicles to meet ever stricter mileage and emissions requirements. It was an effective
strategy. By converting to the R, your Jeep may realize significant mileage benefits as well.
Additionally, the transmission features a lock-up torque converter to allow a direct, non-slip
connection through the transmission. This has the benefit of further fuel savings and cooler
transmission operating temperatures. However, it is crucial that this lockup mechanism be
properly connected to the ECM and brake lamp circuit. Stand-alone computers are available on
the aftermarket for its control. Some control units even allow for the lockup to occur at a given
speed. Lock-up converters in automatic transmissions give the advantage of direct engine
lockup through the otherwise fluid-coupled transmission. This function works either by the ECM
or a vacuum switch. Earlier versions without ECM use a vacuum switch connected to ported
vacuum. The transmission receives the signal and applies fluid pressure to the clutches in the
lock-up converter. The system switches off due to a signal from the brake pedal. If you run the
transmission with the converter unlocked all the time it will run a little hotter. Keeping it cool is
important. The advantage of this lock-up converter is increased fuel economy and decreased
heat at cruising speeds. If you would like to simplify the stock setups, torque converter controls
are available through racing supply retailers in a variety of styles. These facilitate the proper
installation of the TH and R4. The on-road advantages are obvious. For the off-roader, the ability
to manually switch the torque converter on is excellent in that it allows for compression
braking. The R-4 or 4L60 as adapted to a Jeep transfer case. Skip to main content. Related:
4l60e transmission 2wd 4l60e transmission 4x4 4l80e transmission 4l60e transmission rebuild
kit used 4l60e transmission 4l60e transmission pan r4 transmission 4l60e rebuild kit 4l60e
solenoid kit 4l60e torque converter 4l60e transmission rebuilt 4l80e transmission 2wd. Include
description. Drive Type. AWD 6 Items 6. FWD 1 Items 1. RWD 40 Items Not Specified Items
ACDelco 1 Items 1. Chevrolet 22 Items Cyclone 2 Items 2. General Motors 17 Items GMC 8 Items
8. OEM 2 Items 2. Patriot 9 Items 9. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 64 Items Not Specified 91
Items No Warranty 3 Items 3. Unspecified Length 53 Items Not Specified 34 Items Brand Type.
Genuine OEM 48 Items Aftermarket Branded 15 Items Unbranded 1 Items 1. Gear Count. New 2,
Items 2, New other see details 84 Items Remanufactured Items Used Items For parts or not
working 7 Items 7. Not Specified 2 Items 2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format.
All Listings 3, Accepts Offers Auction Buy It Now 3, Item Location. US Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted.
Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free
International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select
Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Last one. Shipping
not specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab.
This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date.
See each listing for international shipping options and costs. If you are caught up in the web of
not knowing what it takes to put your transmission 4l60E back on track? Here is a thoroughly
comprehensive guide on how to get the transmission model rebuilt and running at extreme
power levels. In this post I also discussed how to know if my 4l60e is bad because I have in the
past been caught up the question how do I know if my 4l60e is bad? I will also talked about how
hard is it to rebuild a 4l60e transmission and then we will round up with how to rebuild a
transmission 4l60e with a step by step 4l60e rebuild video guide and write up. So make sure to
read to end patiently. Building from the base or converting a work-in-progress, there is a need
to ensure that the total potentials of the transmission areas are duly maximized. Rebuilding
should also imply that you are well aware of the anomaly that spins from the underperformance
of the transmission, such as not lasting up to , to , miles for an average. The decision to rebuild

must also have come after the weighing of its advantages over that of buying a used
transmission. Also, knowing the kit specifications and the right tools are integral to the
exercise. The 4L60E transmission may be out of tune with the regular diagnosis of the average
mechanic due to its peculiar electronic and automatic configuration, but there are indeed ways
to find out some problems with it. These signs, which could help you identify the issues and
specify the necessary repairs are as followed:. A faulty reverse may signify that the reverse
clutches have become worn out and unviable. The reverse gear engages slowly or fails to
activate when faulty and this problem is partly a result of leakage of fluid in the reverse
hydraulic circuit. When fluid leaks from the circuit, you may estimate the damages as minimal,
but when the clutches or other damaged components are worn out, the transmission must be
wholly repaired or replaced. Upshifting complications in the transmission may find answers in
the throttle position sensor TPS ; failure of the transmission to upshift does not necessarily
imply that there are problems with the transmission. TPS repairs usually have negligible costs.
Also, lack of 3rd or 4th gear implies damaged clutches. When the shift is not affected at wide
open Throttle, there are three possible indications. You can replace the throttle position sensor,
use the pressure gauge to recheck the 2nd gear, or examine to see if the shift shudders at WOT
is delayed or dysfunctional. When this happens, replacement is the way out. You can, however,
continue with the car in 2, until you reach a mechanic workshop. Such weird smells are
inappropriate and may indicate that the transmission is overheated and burning. It may also
mean that plastic or any other inflammable material is trapped and being melted in the engine.
You may want to know how difficult rebuilding a 4L60E can be and to be honest with it requires
experience. However, with the right 4l60e rebuild tools and knowledge, you can rebuild your
4l60e in a twinkle. Thinking of the cost? Well, this largely varies. There are some procedures
involved when considering the step by step 4l60e rebuild procedure to rebuild a transmission
4l60e and the follows procedure is the way to proceed with it. To dismantle the transmission
unit, some steps have to be taken. The first is to place it well and remove the rear seal from the
extension shell. If it does, remove the sensor, the extension housing, and also the yoke seal
from the output shaft. The next stage is to detach the round ring from the yoke seal. This has to
do with removing the pump bolts and oil pump. You have to unscrew the bolts and then force
the pump out of the case. Remove the washer, the clutch snap ring, and steel plates. Use an
amended pump gear or something like that and then grab the drum by the turbine shaft, flip it
over and slam it against the bench again. The input drum shares a unique connection with the
turbine shaft. It is made up of a clutch assembly, overrunning clutch assembly, clutch
assembly, and the overdrive sprag clutch. At this point, the spring case over the overrunning
piston must be replaced with the latter design. The reverse drum is rebuilt with early units using
steel piston and waived steel plate or later units using an aluminum piston with a Belleville steel
apply for plate. Joining the components into becoming a unit is the conclusive stage of the
rebuilding of Transmission 4L60E. It starts with driving out the bushing and a new bushing and
steel. There is a need to use a Loctite for retention, and then install the transmission mount and
torque the bolts as required. After this, put a new O-ring on the output sensor, and install any
external shift lever that came with it. This formally marks the completion of the 4L60E
Transmission rebuilding process. If the condition is fair enough, use this guide to revive it. The
best way to know that it is a transmission problem is to run proper diagnostic check. Skip to
content Sharing is caring! So, you are about to spend your hard earned dollar on a transmission
for your vehicle and you've taken to the internet to educate yourself about your future purchase.
Best Quality. Best Warranty. The information below is not intended to sway your decision
toward one option or another. It is simply a summary of our experience within the industry.
Ultimately only YOU know which option will fit you best. A Used 4L60E Transmission. This can
quickly balloon into a lot of wasted time and money. For example, whether your rebuilt 4L60E
transmission will have all of the OE manufacturer updates and upgrades to increase its strength
and longevity will vary from shop to shop. Items that are marginally still good go back into a
rebuilt transmission the way they came out. A Re-manufactured 4L60E Transmission. Not all
Re-Manufactured Transmissions are created equal. Component selection, manufacturing and
testing methods can vary from company to company. Industry Leading. Nationwide Warranty.
Modifications include updates to servos, the PR system, and valve body accumulators. The
Accumulator Piston is upgraded to aluminum , replacing the OE plastic pistons that can cause
premature clutch failure. Tru-Flat stator qualification and machining process. Sun shell updated
to the latest, stronger and more durable design , eliminating common OE failures. A Completely
Remanufactured and Improved Torque Converter is tested for leaks lock-up concentricity and
balance. Upgrades Exceed OE Requirements and eliminate the possibilities of front seal leaks,
premature bushing wear, and vibration. All new bushings are installed in key locations to
improve internal fluid flow, control, and pressures. You are covered anywhere and everywhere

in the continental United States. A replacement transmission is sent to you as soon as your
warranty claim is submitted. How long will it take? Your transmission will arrive within business
days. Can the transmission be sent to my home? Yes, it can. What if its Sold out or I'm in the
middle of nowhere? How do I return the core? We do not charge a core deposit. However, we do
need your old core back. Return shipping is pre-paid. We Accept all major Credit and Debit
Cards. You may also pay with a check by phone. Let's Review! What will I need to order?
Vehicle VIN and current mileage. Can I install it myself? Yes, Self-installation does not void your
warranty. Does my old transmission core need to be out when the new transmission is
delivered? No, you have 14 days from the date of delivery to schedule your core return. Need
more time? No problem, just let us know. How is the transmission shipped? How is the
transmission packaged? How do residential deliveries work? For residential deliveries, the
carrier must transfer your transmission onto a smaller truck for delivery. The carrier will then
call you directly to schedule an appointment for delivery. What else will I need for install? For
example, the neutral safety switch, speed sensor, tailhousing etc. Does the transmission come
with fluid? What ATF fluid will I need? Your transmission will arrive with approximately quarts
of full synthetic ATF in it from testing. The torque converter is already primed with fluid and
does not need to be removed. You will have to top the transmission off with fluid before
operating. What's the total cost? The price you see truly is the price you pay, no smoke and
mirrors here folks! Regular Price Savings Event Torque Converter. Core Return. Peace of Mind.
Years : - - - - Models :. Engines : 2. Drive : 2WD or 4WD. Models : continued. Years : - - - - Engines : 4. From the quality and value of our produ
lexus lfa yamaha
fiat ducato brake problems
1998 nissan pathfinder transmission
ct to your experience as our customer, providing the best has made BestBuy Transmission the
preferred choice among the public and professionals alike. However, we are a nationwide
operation, serving customers through locations across the U. Yep, It's Really That Easy.
America's 4L60E Transmission Supercenter! Know Your Options. The Best Value. The Best
Quality. The Best Warranty. Not Used. Not Rebuilt. Let's Take A Look Inside. The Result? Here
For You Now. There For You After. Nationwide Coverage. Instant Replacement. If I install the
transmission myself, will it still be covered under warranty? Labor is not. How does the
warranty work? Free Shipping. Get what you need, when you need it. Put To The Test. HOT
-Tested. COLD -Tested. LOAD -Tested. Money Back Gaurantee. If you are not completely
satisfied with your transmission when it arrives, send it back for a full refund. No Core Deposit.
No Guesswork. How Do I Order? Show More. Describe your image. Suite Boca Raton, FL. Here
To Help.

